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"It requires no tabulation of statistics to prove that the young athlete who gives himself up for months, to training under a professional coach for a grueling contest, staged to focus the attention of thousands of people, and upon which many thousands of dollars will be staked, will find no time or energy for serious intellectual effort. The compromises that have to be made to keep such a student in the college and to pass them through to a degree give an air of insincerity to the whole university-college regime."

—Henry Smith Pritchett, Former MIT President (1900-1906) and President of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (1906-1930).

Sol Gittleman, a former provost at Tufts University, wrote to me with reference to Brad Wolverton’s recent article, “Rise in Fancy Academic Centers for Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness,” saying: "This would be a joke, if it weren't for articles that state how public universities are losing out in hiring to the well-heeled privates. So, while faculty flee to the private sector, the public universities build these Xanadus for athletes. Have we lost our minds? Where are the presidents?”

Re: Dr. Gittleman’s first question: Have we lost our minds?—Based on the sad state of affairs in America’s system of higher education, it would certainly seem so, but there is no way to prove it as yet. However, taking a queue from Henry Pritchett, it requires no tabulation of statistics to prove that America’s system of higher education has been reeling under the negative impact of over commercialized college sports. Compromises have to be made and opportunities lost in the quest for fame and fortune.

Gittleman’s second question was answered, in large part, by a previous essay. As Jim Duderstadt has said: “University presidents are usually trapped between a rock and a hard place: between a public demanding high quality entertainment from the commercial college sports industry they are paying for, and governing boards who have the capacity (and all too frequently the inclination) to fire presidents who rock the university boat too strenuously. It should be clear that few contemporary university presidents have the capacity, the will, or the appetite to lead a true reform movement in college sports.”

A related excerpt from Clara Lovett's commentary on my first essay on college sports reform provides still another perspective. “For nearly twenty years, campus presidents, chancellors, and some trustees have not only fought abuse within the system but have also accepted more responsibility than in the past for oversight of the system—teams and coaches, athletic directors, boosters, and the indispensable vendors and sponsors. The
welcome changes in oversight have not, however, reformed a bankrupt system; they have merely shortened several presidential tenures.”

**To be sure, all of this is not new.** Most presidents have long gone along to get along—a sad story chronicled in the Carnegie Foundation’s 1929 report. In most cases, if you want to remain, or be hired, as the president of a school that supports big-time—and oftentimes lesser—college athletics programs, you do not advocate meaningful reform that could possibly restrain the growth of athletic facilities. You overlook enabling academic corruption, or, as Henry Pritchett politely put it: “insincerity.” Using the recent academic corruption at the University of Michigan as a case in point, Jon Ericson provides an insight into how university presidents work to explain the unexplainable via evasion, rationalization, and denial.7

Where are the presidents? You can find many of them sitting on NCAA and Knight Commission Committees that effectively do nothing but protect their vested commercial interests (money)—blocking significant reform while providing the illusion of such reform.

This modus operandi allows the president to enjoy the stimulating pageantry and fund-raising opportunities associated with college athletics, the pomp and circumstance surrounding the president’s office, as well as being on good terms with governing board and alumni boosters and, most important of all, job security.

Presidents have bigger things to worry about than faculty flight—like stadiums, arenas, and top-drawer physical training and academic eligibility centers for their so-called student-athletes, i.e., academically disadvantaged athletes who must pretend to be serious students as part of the college sports tax scam.8

Further to the above, John V. Lombardi, President, Louisiana State University System and former Chancellor at the University of Massachusetts Amherst, presented the first of many countermeasures in defense of the status quo in college athletics—arguing in opposition to the Revised IRS Form 990 (stimulated by Senator Grassley and the Senate Finance Committee) that can help force the NCAA and its member institutions to tell the truth about their sports entertainment business.9 It appears that since taking over the presidency of the LSU System, Dr. Lombardi has not only become an ardent apologist for the status quo in college athletics, but a staunch advocate of the student-athlete, amateur myth as well.10

It is ironic that current federal tax policy forces parents, students, and other American taxpayers to help foot the bill for multimillion-dollar salaries for coaches, ‘stadium wars,’ tax breaks for wealthy boosters, NFL and NBA minor league teams, and other artifacts of the big-time college sports arms race. Sadly, small colleges have also joined the college sports frenzy.11 Meanwhile, the NCAA works to further its financial interests and thwart any and all serious reform efforts—especially those that could expose their ‘student-athlete’ ruse or possibly reduce their revenues.
Apparently, what may be the object of concern by the tax-exempt organizations in the college-sports entertainment business is the set of recommendations submitted to the IRS by The Drake Group. These recommendations would go a long way toward reclaiming academic primacy in higher education—doing that which presidents, governing boards, faculty, the NCAA, the Knight Commission, and others have failed to do for a variety of reasons.\textsuperscript{12}

So what can be made of all of this? Facilities for athletes will continue to grow unabated in the absence of restraining federal intervention requiring a substantial increase in transparency, accountability and oversight, at the NCAA and the athletic programs at their member institutions. Where is the outrage?

AFTERWORD

The foregoing essay was posted at College Athletics Clips as a Guest Commentary on August 24, 2008. Shortly thereafter, the co-chairs of the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, published a revealing article.\textsuperscript{13} The article clearly demonstrated there is no end to the means by which the NCAA and the NCAA co-opted Knight Commission will go to defend the NCAA's big-money turf and the student-athlete myth in collegiate athletics.

The authors write: "These online fantasy leagues, which use the real names and statistics of collegiate athletes, raise a crucial question for higher education leaders: Is it amateurism in college sports that has become a fantasy?" A ‘yes’ answer to their question has long been apparent to all who are concerned about the integrity of collegiate athletics and are working to bring about transparency, accountability, and independent oversight to the college sports entertainment business.

The subtitle of the Knight Commissioner’s article read: "NCAA rules are clear: college athletes are amateurs and should not be part of these new business enterprises." Unfortunately, NCAA rules do not amateurs make, at least not in the NCAA's big time programs as well as in many of their lesser programs. In his recent book Allen Sack tells how the NCAA abandoned its central principle of amateurism in its pursuit of big money in the form of highly commercialized and professionalized big-time college athletics.\textsuperscript{14}

The NCAA's bedrock amateurism principles of many years ago—which required colleges and their business partners to treat athletes like other students and not as commodities—were undermined by unrestrained commercialism and related academic corruption. Since it was founded in 1989, the Knight Commission, which consists of university presidents and trustees and former college athletes, has strongly advocated policies that protect college athletes from commercial exploitation except by the NCAA and the colleges themselves.\textsuperscript{15} The CBS Sports' Fantasy College Football enterprise (that the Knight Commission co-chairs berated in their article) is simply following the lead of the college's commercial exploitation of their athletes.
Kudos must go to Mark Alesia and the *IndyStar* for their special report on ‘special admits’ at 55 colleges and universities. Special admits include athletes and others who are admitted under exceptions to normal standards to provide schools with special talents. These admits were found to be predominantly athletes the schools need to field winning (at least competitive) teams—notwithstanding the athletes marginal academic qualifications. The latter coupled with the athlete’s lack of time for serious academics requires the building of what Sol Gittleman called Xanadus for athletes. If they do nothing else, these elaborate facilities indicate how far schools are willing to go to perpetuate the amateurism and student-athlete myths in collegiate athletics.

A careful reading of this essay and the referenced material should leave little doubt as to the fraudulent, tax-avoiding nature of big-time collegiate athletics, especially in the NCAA's football and men's basketball programs—fronted by compliant, see-no-evil school presidents and highly compensated NCAA executives.

Again, as Henry Smith Pritchett said some 80 years ago: “The compromises that have to be made to keep such a student in the college and to pass them through to a degree give an air of insincerity to the whole university-college regime.” To say the least, all of this does not bode well for the future of higher education in America.

Apparantly, America’s sports culture has triumphed over the academic mission of its colleges and universities while the educational mission of our high schools is being undermined as well. The athletic tail will continue to wag the academic dog so long as our colleges and universities are prostituted by the college sports entertainment industry. Unless Congress gets involved, America's system of higher education will continue to be held hostage to the sports entertainment industry.

To be more specific, a slow but sure decline in America’s educational system is inevitable unless and until the Congress can restrain the growth of the college sports entertainment industry by forcing the NCAA and its member schools to comply with their tax-exempt purpose of keeping sports as "an integral part of the educational program and the athlete as an integral part of the student body,"—demanding measures of transparency, accountability, and oversight that are adequate to this task.
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